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November 12, 2010
2:44 am

3keyscoach: @WriterChanelle I've bookmarked that article for next week. Be good to share w/ #kaizenblog community

2:50 am

3keyscoach: @NXTMedia @LauraLCrum Thanks for RT'ing #kaizenblog topic. Looking forward to hearing your thoughts tomorrow
on SM & Art of Conversation

2:55 am

3keyscoach: @pprothe Patrick, those are good ideas! I'm going to figure out how to put them on the calendar. May be in 2011
#kaizenblog

2:56 am
2:59 am
3:20 am
5:25 am
10:18
am
1:23 pm
2:01 pm

karimacatherine: @3keyscoach : Hello! what is topic for #kaizenblog tomorrow?
3keyscoach: @karimacatherine Hi there! Tomorrow's #kaizenblog topic: "Has SocMed Killed the Art of Conversation?" Will you be
able to join at 12pm ET?
WriterChanelle: So #genychat'ers, you should check out #kaizenblog chat on 11/19 at 12pm ET. (I'll be co-hosting) :-)
MillennialTweet: @WriterChanelle what is #kaizenblog?
bcoelho2000: RT @3keyscoach: What do you believe has happened to the Art of Conversation? Has Social Media killed it? Join us
Friday 12pm ET #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: Read the framing post for #kaizenblog chat today on Social Media and Conversation
3keyscoach: Today at 12pm ET/5pm GMT Pls join us for #kaizenblog Topic->"Has SocMed Killed the Art of Conversation?"

2:01 pm

abarcelos: RT @3keyscoach: Today at 12pm ET/5pm GMT Pls join us for #kaizenblog Topic->"Has SocMed Killed the Art of
Conversation?"

2:08 pm

Josepf: RT @abarcelos: RT @3keyscoach: Today at 12pm ET/5pm GMT Pls join us for #kaizenblog Topic->"Has SocMed
Killed the Art of Conversation?"

2:10 pm

3keyscoach: @careercoacheu Just saw post http://ow.ly/38FoQ & wondered if U might be around at 5pm GMT today.
#kaizenblog "Has SM Killed Art of Convo"

4:31 pm

3keyscoach: In 30 minutes, explore w/ us on #kaizenblog Topic->"Has SocMed Killed the Art of Conversation?"
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4:35 pm

derekedmond: RT @3keyscoach: In 30 minutes, explore w/ us on #kaizenblog Topic->"Has SocMed Killed the Art of Conversation?"

4:35 pm

3keyscoach: Recap for last #kaizenblog chat w/ @COSCFO Outsourcing & the Lean & Nimble Small Business http://bit.ly/ahtcZR

5:01 pm

3keyscoach: Hello everyone and welcome to this week's chat #kaizenblog

5:01 pm
5:01 pm
5:02 pm
5:02 pm
5:02 pm
5:05 pm
5:06 pm
5:06 pm
5:06 pm
5:07 pm
5:07 pm
5:07 pm
5:08 pm
5:08 pm
5:08 pm
5:09 pm
5:09 pm

ambercleveland: RT @3keyscoach: Recap for last #kaizenblog chat w/ @COSCFO Outsourcing & the Lean & Nimble Small Business
http://bit.ly/ahtcZR #kaizenblog
COSCFO: Prepare for commodities inflation - Wendy's/Arby's Reports a Loss: http://ht.ly/38SXS #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: This week's topic: Has Social Media Killed the Art of Conversation? #kaizenblog
COSCFO: Good afternoon everybody! #kaizenblog
ambercleveland: Joining chat, sorry for excessive tweets :) Feel free to join Topic-Has SocMed Killed the Art of Conversation? cc:
@3keyscoach: #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: RT @3keyscoach: This weeks topic: Has Social Media Killed the Art of Conversation? starting now #kaizenblog
parissab: Happy to be following along #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: Who's here today? #kaizenblog
derekedmond: @3keyscoach trying to participate a bit this week #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: @ambercleveland Hello Amber! #kaizenblog
ArtseyC: I'll be joining a chat for an hour; sorry for excessive tweets. Today's #kaizenblog Topic: Has SM Killed the Art of
Conversation? Join us?
3keyscoach: @COSCFO Hi Richard! #kaizenblog
tisasilver: Checking out #ChatAm and #kaizenblog. Good afternoon all!
3keyscoach: @Ken_Rosen Hello and welcome! #kaizenblog
michaelbenidt: #kaizenblog - I'm never able to follow this stuff, but I'll try!
3keyscoach: @ArtseyC Hi Amy. Glad you're here! #kaizenblog
ambercleveland: @3keyscoach Hi Elli! And @ArtseyC @COSCFO @ken_rosen @parissab @derekedmond looking forward to the chat
#kaizenblog

5:09 pm

3keyscoach: @derekedmond Hey Derek! Participate as you can. Just glad you're here! #kaizenblog

5:09 pm

3keyscoach: @parissab Hello Parissa! #kaizenblog
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5:09 pm
5:11 pm

3keyscoach: Well, let's begin...shall we? #kaizenblog
parissab: RT @ambercleveland: @3keyscoach Hi Elli! And @ArtseyC @COSCFO @ken_rosen @parissab @derekedmond
looking forward to the chat #kaizenblog

5:11 pm

3keyscoach: Is Twitter behaving itself today? Tweetchat is a little weird #kaizenblog

5:11 pm

3keyscoach: @michaelbenidt Hey Michael! This topic definitely up your alley! Everyone, please meet my friend, Michael!
#kaizenblog

5:12 pm

COSCFO: @3keyscoach It's a little buggy on my end too... #kaizenblog

5:12 pm

3keyscoach: Q1 How would you describe the Art of Conversation? #kaizenblog

5:12 pm

WriterChanelle: RT @3keyscoach: This week's topic: Has Social Media Killed the Art of Conversation? #kaizenblog

5:12 pm

3keyscoach: @tisasilver Hello Tisa! Would like to catch up with you soon too! #kaizenblog

5:13 pm

LauraLCrum: A1: the art of conversation used to be fluid, pretty and intricate. #Kaizenblog

5:14 pm
5:14 pm

WriterChanelle: It's acting up a bit. Just a little slow for me. RT @3keyscoach: Is Twitter behaving itself today? Tweetchat is a little
weird #kaizenblog
parissab: A1: The art is understanding is that there are many textures. sometimes it's in listening & sometimes a 2 way
exchange #kaizenblog (doh)

5:14 pm

TanjaZieg: #kaizenblog hi all! I'm here lurking with just my phone. I may miss some tweets, but am here nonetheless!

5:14 pm

michaelbenidt: Hi Elli, Yes, much anti-social behavior on all the social networking sites, but Twitter might just lead the way.
#kaizenblog

5:14 pm

WriterChanelle: Emphasis on used to be RT @LauraLCrum: A1: the art of conversation used to be fluid, pretty and intricate.
#Kaizenblog

5:15 pm

tisasilver: @3keyscoach Great, looking forward to it! #kaizenblog

5:15 pm

parissab: RT @LauraLCrum: A1: the art of conversation used to be fluid, pretty and intricate. #Kaizenblog

5:15 pm

COSCFO: A1: Being able to convey a message or position people see in their minds through the words you use. #kaizenblog

5:15 pm

WriterChanelle: @LauraLCrum There's not a love for words anymore. More focus on short, readily understood words. #Kaizenblog

5:15 pm
5:16 pm
5:16 pm

3keyscoach: Please bear with me as I'll be jumping from Tweetchat & Hootsuite so I can keep up with you #kaizenblog
bcoelho2000: A1 The Art of Conversation is about listening, understanding and sharing. Hint: the order matters. :) #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: @WriterChanelle Hello Chanelle! Welcome today! #kaizenblog
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5:16 pm

parissab: RT @bcoelho2000: A1 The Art of Conversation is about listening, understanding and sharing. Hint: the order
matters. :) #kaizenblog

5:16 pm

ArtseyC: @3keyscoach Hi, Elli. I'm excited to welcome the #ASQ1521 Section President to today's #kaizenblog chat.

5:17 pm
5:17 pm
5:17 pm
5:17 pm
5:17 pm
5:17 pm
5:18 pm
5:18 pm

3keyscoach: @careerscoacheu Can you join us on #kaizenblog today? Complements your post on @bloggertone
parissab: A1 not to sound old but i'm missing a little civility #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: RT @LauraLCrum: A1: the art of conversation used to be fluid, pretty and intricate. #kaizenblog
ambercleveland: A1. The exchange between people finessed to a song - the "art" of conversation #kaizenblog
LauraLCrum: @WriterChanelle And a complete disregard for structure and spelling. #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: @3keyscoach Thank you! #kaizenblog
TanjaZieg: RT @bcoelho2000: A1 The Art of Conversation is about listening, understanding and sharing. Hint: the order
matters. :) #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: @LauraLCrum Right. If you're particular about those things, people shun you, too. "Why are you trying to be so
smart" #kaizenblog

5:18 pm

3keyscoach: I think all of us are going to have to be a little patient with Twitter and any clients you're using. Could be slow
#kaizenblog

5:19 pm

3keyscoach: @TanjaZieg Good to have you anyway we can! #kaizenblog

5:19 pm

ArtseyC: Hootsuite is giving me much trouble... =( RT @3keyscoach: Is Twitter behaving itself today? Tweetchat is a little
weird #kaizenblog

5:19 pm

michaelbenidt: A1: Conversation has to include respect - and someone has to be as interested in you, as you are in them.
#kaizenblog (already goofed!)

5:19 pm

Chrstndowers: Hello everyone! This is my first time on this chat and Tweet chat! Sorry I am late :( #Kaizenblog

5:19 pm

TanjaZieg: @ArtseyC you, too, girl!! #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

3keyscoach: RT @parissab: A1: Art is understanding is that there R many textures. sometimes its in listening & sometimes 2 way
exchg(doh) #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

3keyscoach: RT @WriterChanelle: @LauraLCrum Theres not a love for words anymore. More focus on short, readily understood
words. #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

3keyscoach: I'm #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

3keyscoach: I'm a #kaizenblog
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5:20 pm

3keyscoach: er f #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

3keyscoach: I'm a sucker for #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

3keyscoach: I'm a sucker #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

3keyscoach: old #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

3keyscoach: I'm a sucker for old #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

3keyscoach: I'm a sucker for old movies #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

parissab: @3keyscoach thank you #kaizenblog

5:20 pm
5:20 pm
5:20 pm
5:20 pm

3keyscoach: & #kaizenblog
tisasilver: RT @parissab: A1 not to sound old but i'm missing a little civility #kaizenblog <-Then, I'll sound old with you :)
3keyscoach: I'm a #kaizenblog
sanchezjb: Can see this as a required college freshman course: The Art of Conversation 101. #kaizenblog

5:20 pm

parissab: RT @sanchezjb: Can see this as a required college freshman course: The Art of Conversation 101. #kaizenblog

5:21 pm

parissab: @tisasilver Glad I'm not alone :) #kaizenblog

5:21 pm
5:21 pm
5:21 pm
5:22 pm
5:22 pm
5:22 pm
5:23 pm

TanjaZieg: #kaizenblog I'm on phone n not using hootsuite right now. But I'm not havin trouble yet.
ArtseyC: 80% listening, 20% talking. ? RT @3keyscoach: Q1 describe the Art of Conversation? #kaizenblog
ambercleveland: A1. I also think that although the conversations are different using Soc. Media - art is like beauty, in the eye of the
beholder #kaizenblog
parissab: RT @ambercleveland: A1. I also think that although the conversations are different using Soc. Media - art is like
beauty, in the eye of the beholder #kaizenblog
Brainmaker: #kaizenblog A1 The art of conversation is a work in progress. Always. And it is always an option to be artful.
michaelbenidt: @WriterChanelle - you are "right on" in all your comments so far, especially the one about "if you point this out" #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: What a switch. Ppl used to learn to type! RT @sanchezjb: Can see Conversation 101 as a college course #kaizenblog

5:23 pm

3keyscoach: Tht's what I love abt old movies & bks from older times also RT @parissab: A1 not to sound old but im missing a
little civility #kaizenblog

5:23 pm

LauraLCrum: @WriterChanelle You might appreciate this defense of words and conversation. http://youtu.be/J7E-aoXLZGY
#Kaizenblog
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5:23 pm
5:23 pm
5:23 pm
5:23 pm

WriterChanelle: @michaelbenidt :) Hey there. Thank you! I've learned to stop because others don't perceive it as helpful,
unfortunately. #kaizenblog
bcoelho2000: @michaelbenidt Absolutely! Respect is about more than waiting for your turn to talk. Is about listening and
understanding. #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: RT @bcoelho2000: A1 The Art of Conversation is about listening, understanding and sharing. Hint: the order
matters. :) #kaizenblog
tisasilver: RT @parissab: RT @sanchezjb: Can see this as a required college freshman course: The Art of Conversation 101.
#kaizenblog

5:24 pm

3keyscoach: Thought t #kaizenblog

5:24 pm

3keyscoach: Thought this #kaizenblog

5:24 pm

3keyscoach: #kaizenblog

5:24 pm

3keyscoach: Thought this was a #kaizenblog

5:24 pm

3keyscoach: Thougth #kaizenblog

5:24 pm

3keyscoach: Thought #kaizenblog

5:24 pm

michaelbenidt: @ArtseyC - yes, but social media is 90% broadcasting, 5% retweeting and 1% listening - don't know what happened
to the other 4% #kaizenblog

5:24 pm

Brainmaker: #kaizenblog A1 Social media is a toolkit. A thousand ways to build with it. It has no power to kill on its own. We
decide.

5:24 pm

3keyscoach: Thought this was #kaizenblog

5:24 pm

3keyscoach: an #kaizenblog

5:24 pm

3keyscoach: Thought this was an #kaizenblog

5:24 pm
5:25 pm

ken_rosen: On related note,I'm surprised how many do apprec good writing RT @WriterChanelle: @LauraLCrum If particular,
people shun you #kaizenblog
LauraLCrum: I also think that the art of conversation requires time, a commodity we're trying to minimize these days. #Kaizenblog

5:25 pm

ArtseyC: To 'listen? another?s soul into a condition of disclosure and discovery may be almost the (1/2) #kaizenblog

5:25 pm

ArtseyC: (2/2) greatest service that any human being ever performs for another. -Douglas Steere #kaizenblog

5:25 pm

3keyscoach: RT @writerchanelle: @LauraLCrum Right. If Ur particular abt those things, ppl shun you, too. "Why are you trying to
be so smart" #kaizenblog
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5:26 pm
5:26 pm

tisasilver: @ArtseyC Yes, active listening is a huge part of conversation. #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: Same here. RT @parissab: A1 not to sound old but i'm missing a little civility #kaizenblog

5:26 pm

sanchezjb: Conversation begins w/active listening. #Socialmedia provides a channel 4 ppl 2 speak; IMHO, listening (4 many) is
2ndary. #kaizenblog

5:26 pm

TanjaZieg: I disagree re the love for words. I think ppl r actually talking MORE with SM. Words may b abbrev, but ppl still love 2
talk!" #kaizenblog

5:26 pm
5:26 pm

3keyscoach: RT @michaelbenidt: A1: Convo has to include respect - & some1 has to be as interested in U, as U are in them.
#kaizenblog (already goofed!)
parissab: A1 no one likes a brainiac in real life and on SM life it looks more annoying. delicate balance #kaizenblog

5:26 pm

3keyscoach: Thought t #kaizenblog

5:26 pm

3keyscoach: Thought ths w #kaizenblog

5:26 pm

LauraLCrum: @TanjaZieg Maybe, but I feel the poetry is gone with these mediums. #kaizenblog

5:27 pm
5:27 pm
5:27 pm
5:27 pm
5:27 pm

WriterChanelle: @parissab I think people condense too much of their thought to fit it into 140. I don't mind multiple on topic tweets
#kaizenblog
parissab: @WriterChanelle :) thanks! #kaizenblog
bcoelho2000: Most businesses are trying to yell louder in a one way channel, conversation is a great way to differentiate yourself
and engage #kaizenblog
ArtseyC: @michaelbenidt SM, like all conversations is what you make of it. I promise I do not broadcast even 50%; many ppl
don't. #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: Rules different at nite. In sales training, we call detailed 5-min story "cocktail party pitch" #kaizenblog

5:27 pm

WriterChanelle: Beautiful RT @ambercleveland: A1. The exchange between people finessed to a song - the "art" of conversation
#kaizenblog

5:27 pm

3keyscoach: RT @ArtseyC 80% listening, 20% talking. ? RT @3keyscoach: Q1 describe the Art of Conversation? #kaizenblog

5:27 pm

sanchezjb: RT @michaelbenidt @ArtseyC - yes, but social media is 90% broadcasting, 5% retweeting and 1% listening - other
4%? #kaizenblog

5:28 pm

TanjaZieg: RT @Brainmaker: #kaizenblog A1 Social media is a toolkit. A thousand ways to build with it. It has no power to kill
on its own. We decide.

5:28 pm

3keyscoach: @michaelbenidt You're doing fine! #kaizenblog
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5:28 pm

Chrstndowers: Q1:Listen to understand first, then responding based on what you heard. Ask questions to understand more.
#kaizenblog

5:28 pm

michaelbenidt: For that matter, I think it's inconsiderate to my other followers, not on #kaizenblog, to have to be seeing these
comments in my stream.

5:28 pm
5:28 pm
5:29 pm

3keyscoach: Q2 What is the intersection between social media & conversation? #kaizenblog
ASQ1521: The art of conversation is best realized when there is genuine interest in learning or the relationship. #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: Wonder if it's too high-concept RT @sanchezjb: Can see this as a required college freshman course: The Art of
Conversation 101. #kaizenblog

5:29 pm

parissab: true but maybe that becomes a true blog post and not series of tweets RT @WriterChanelle: I don't mind multiple on
topic tweets #kaizenblog

5:29 pm

bcoelho2000: RT @ASQ1521: The art of conversation is best realized when there is genuine interest in learning or the relationship.
#kaizenblog

5:29 pm
5:29 pm

ArtseyC: @michaelbenidt And those who do broadcast 90% (and we who don't reply/respond to them) are not actually in a
conversation. #kaizenblog
parissab: A2: SM is enhancement so I don't see it as intersection so much as a wonderful support to the right behaviors we
should be doing #kaizenblog

5:29 pm

TanjaZieg: @sanchezjb ppl have 2 speak first b4 someone can listen. #kaizenblog

5:30 pm

sanchezjb: @michaelbenidt @ArtseyC Seems we agree that active listening is critical to substantive conversations. #kaizenblog

5:30 pm

naturalart: @michaelbenidt So what is the solution? #kaizenblog

5:30 pm
5:30 pm
5:31 pm
5:31 pm
5:31 pm
5:31 pm

WriterChanelle: @sanchezjb If our society doesn't value artistry in conversation, would they value a class in it? #kaizenblog
tisasilver: @TanjaZieg Talking more but perhaps thinking less about how what they are saying will be received? #kaizenblog
naturalart: @ArtseyC true on responding. Definitely need to engage. #kaizenblog
ArtseyC: @sanchezjb Social Media is only a conversation for those who use it to converse (2 ways). Broadcasting is not
conversation. #kaizenblog
michaelbenidt: @bcoelho2000 - Bruno, true, but the majority of folks on these sites are just pumping their stuff, looking for links,
etc. #kaizenblog
TanjaZieg: RT @Chrstndowers: Q1:Listen to understand first, then responding based on what you heard. Ask questions to
understand more. #kaizenblog
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5:31 pm

bcoelho2000: @3keyscoach For me social media is all about the conversations and sharing knowledge. That's what makes me
continuously evolve. #kaizenblog

5:31 pm

WriterChanelle: @sanchezjb I say this as a Philosophy major who got major criticism from family for choosing such a useless degree
path #kaizenblog

5:31 pm

Brainmaker: @TanjaZieg #kaizenblog I'm with you. I see a great love of words, and a playfulness, as well as an interest in being
more civil, not less.

5:31 pm
5:31 pm

torreymcgraw: A2 Success lies in adding value. Thus more will be willing to drive down your street. #kaizenblog
ArtseyC: RT @asq1521: The art of conversation is best realized when there is genuine interest in learning or the relationship.
#kaizenblog

5:31 pm

3keyscoach: RT @ArtseyC: To listen? another?s soul into a condition of disclosure and discovery may be almost the (1/2)
#kaizenblog

5:31 pm

3keyscoach: RT @ArtseyC: (2/2) greatest service that any human being ever performs for another. -Douglas Steere #kaizenblog

5:31 pm

3keyscoach: RT @LauraLCrum: I also think that the art of conversation requires time, a commodity were trying to minimize these
days. #kaizenblog

5:32 pm

ambercleveland: @michaelbenidt I don't think soc med is 90% broadcasting. If I look at someone's stream and its more than 50% br,
I dont follow #kaizenblog

5:32 pm

ambercleveland: RT @TanjaZieg: I think ppl r actually talking MORE with SM. Words may b abbrev, but ppl still love 2 talk!"
#kaizenblog

5:32 pm
5:32 pm

sanchezjb: @TanjaZieg Agree but sometimes actions speak louder than words. #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: @LauraLCrum So if we don't take the time to converse, then what? What are we losing? #kaizenblog

5:32 pm

ambercleveland: RT @LauraLCrum: I also think that the art of conversation requires time, a commodity were trying to minimize these
days. #kaizenblog

5:32 pm

tisasilver: @TanjaZieg Not all of course, but online the tone & body language are absent. Have to choose words more carefully.
#kaizenblog

5:33 pm

parissab: RT @tisasilver: @TanjaZieg Not all of course, but online the tone & body language are absent. Have to choose words
more carefully. #kaizenblog

5:33 pm
5:33 pm

WriterChanelle: @parissab Sure. I've had many ideas for blog posts come from conversation on Twitter that weren't had in a chat.
#kaizenblog
ambercleveland: @bcoelho2000 nice new avatar :) #kaizenblog
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5:33 pm
5:33 pm
5:33 pm

LauraLCrum: @3keyscoach We lose insight and poetry. We may still glean the information, but lose the interesting part (to me).
#kaizenblog
parissab: @WriterChanelle and that's why all of these channels are so great and adds to the fun! #kaizenblog
bcoelho2000: @michaelbenidt I do realize that. Maybe that's the right approach for what they want to achieve. For me it's about
the convers. #kaizenblog

5:33 pm

ASQ1521: Q2: SM intersects w/ conversation when relationships are built. Genuine thought and opinion vs. announcements
#kaizenblog

5:33 pm

Brainmaker: @LauraLCrum @tanjazieg #kaizenblog It couldn't be clearer that you find what you look for in SM. I see great poetic
work here.

5:34 pm

3keyscoach: RT @bcoelho2000: Most businesses are trying to yell louder in 1 way channel, convo is gr8 way to differentiate
yourself & engage #kaizenblog

5:34 pm
5:34 pm
5:34 pm

ambercleveland: @LauraLCrum have you seen tweets by @GPWriter - it is poetry, it's beautiful #kaizenblog
parissab: RT @3keyscoach: RT @bcoelho2000: Most businesses are trying to yell louder in 1 way channel, convo is gr8 way to
differentiate yourself & engage #kaizenblog
michaelbenidt: @WriterChanelle - it's a shame that you stopped, but yes, after hearing "There are no rules in social media" or "it's
too new" #kaizenblog

5:34 pm

3keyscoach: What about blog formats? How do they fit into the framework of a conversation? #kaizenblog

5:34 pm

3keyscoach: RT @Chrstndowers: Q1:Listen to understand first, then responding based on what you heard. Ask questions to
understand more. #kaizenblog

5:35 pm

LauraLCrum: @Brainmaker that's true. I guess I feel the constrictions of SM are a bit too harsh, or maybe just not to my
aesthetics. #kaizenblog

5:35 pm

ken_rosen: I think Ppl DO value artful comments&elevate those who are capable.But aesthetic changing. W/SM as a force of chg
no doubt #kaizenblog

5:35 pm

Brainmaker: RT @ASQ1521: The art of conversation is best realized when there is genuine interest in learning or the relationship.
#kaizenblog

5:35 pm

3keyscoach: RT @ASQ1521: The art of conversation is best realized when there is genuine interest in learning or the relationship.
#kaizenblog

5:35 pm

pattylynnwyatt: RT @3keyscoach: RT @Chrstndowers: Q1:Listen to understand first, then responding based on what you heard. Ask
questions to understand more. #kaizenblog
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5:35 pm

TanjaZieg: @LauraLCrum ok. I agree. But conversation not dead on SM, just changed some. I still c poetry, but yes, not as
often, #kaizenblog

5:35 pm

sanchezjb: @WriterChanelle Value can be learned. I was skeptical of taking a philosophy class until I took it. #kaizenblog

5:35 pm
5:35 pm
5:35 pm
5:35 pm
5:36 pm

tisasilver: RT @torreymcgraw: A2 Success lies in adding value. Thus more will be willing to drive down your street.
#kaizenblog
parissab: @3keyscoach posts as continued thoughts based on inspiration from twitter/life. My Buick post was bc of that article
u provided #kaizenblog
LauraLCrum: @ambercleveland I had not, but thank you for that! #kaizenblog
bcoelho2000: @ambercleveland Thank you Amber! The previous one was my personal brand logo.Now that I have my own startup
project I changed it #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: What's the def'n of a complete thought now? RT @3keyscoach: What about blog formats? #kaizenblog

5:36 pm

3keyscoach: RT @bcoelho2000: @3keyscoach For me social media is all about the conversations and sharing knowledge. That's
what makes me continuously evolve. #kaizenblog

5:36 pm

michaelbenidt: @naturalart - There may be no solution. More and more people are committing social media suicide and I think I'll
follow them. #kaizenblog

5:36 pm

bcoelho2000: RT @3keyscoach: The irony of talking abt SM & convo while we're struggling to staying connected w/ each other is
pretty funny ! #kaizenblog

5:36 pm

TanjaZieg: RT @Brainmaker: @LauraLCrum @tanjazieg #kaizenblog It couldn't be clearer that you find what you look for in SM.
I see great poetic work here.

5:37 pm

3keyscoach: RT @LauraLCrum @3keyscoach We lose insight & poetry. We may still glean the information, but lose the interesting
part (to me). #kaizenblog

5:37 pm
5:37 pm
5:37 pm
5:37 pm
5:37 pm
5:37 pm

rgbrody: "@LauraLCrum: I also think that the art of conversation requires time, a commodity we're trying to minimize these
days. #kaizenblog"
Chrstndowers: @ASQ1521 So true! I think relationships are key. #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: @michaelbenidt Yea. Now I just silently cringe when I see "your" used improperly. Lol. #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: RT @naturalart: @michaelbenidt So what is the solution? #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: A comment on our "poetry pass" http://bit.ly/cXs9Bd RT @TanjaZieg: @LauraLCrum conversation not dead.I still c
poetry #kaizenblog
Brainmaker: #kaizenblog A2 The intersection of SM and conversation is your brain. You choose who you follow and how you
interact. Part 1
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5:38 pm

3keyscoach: Critical thinking? RT @tisasilver @TanjaZieg Talking more but perhaps thinking less abt how what they R saying will
be received? #kaizenblog

5:38 pm

bcoelho2000: Conversation is also key to success because it's a great way to get great feedback from your customers. Sell them
what they want #kaizenblog

5:38 pm

ken_rosen: My pet peeve is "myself" ;-) RT @WriterChanelle: @michaelbenidt I cringe when I see "your" used improperly.
#kaizenblog

5:38 pm

3keyscoach: @WriterChanelle But think of all the perspectives you bring to convos! #kaizenblog

5:38 pm

sanchezjb: RT @ArtseyC ..#SocialMedia is only a conversation for those who use it to converse (2 ways). Broadcasting is not
conversation. #kaizenblog

5:38 pm

Chrstndowers: Q2: Interacting with people instead of just throwing out information that people don't care about. Understanding the
audience. #kaizenblog

5:38 pm
5:38 pm
5:38 pm
5:39 pm
5:39 pm

3keyscoach: RT @torreymcgraw: A2 Success lies in adding value. Thus more will be willing to drive down your street.
#kaizenblog
TanjaZieg: @tisasilver and that in itself is an art, wouldn't u agree? #kaizenblog
ArtseyC: @sanchezjb cc: @michaelbenidt Yes. - Maybe we should coin the term "Social Conversations" to refer to the art of
convo in SM. =) #kaizenblog
tisasilver: @3keyscoach Social media has provided me w/ some great introductions, relationships were nurtured elsewhere
(email, phone, etc) #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: Q How would you describe the effects of social media on conversation? #kaizenblog

5:39 pm

ASQ1521: Many companies fail to engage. Some believe that since the tools are free, strategic thought is not required.
#kaizenblog

5:39 pm

tisasilver: RT @TanjaZieg: @tisasilver and that in itself is an art, wouldn't u agree? #kaizenblog <-Absolutely!

5:39 pm
5:39 pm

Brainmaker: #kaizenblog A2 If you are not finding a valuable field to play in SM, rethink who you follow and what you say. You
are creating your world.
parissab: me 2 RT @tisasilver: @3keyscoach Social media has provided me w/ some great introductions, relationships were
nurtured elsewhere #kaizenblog

5:39 pm

michaelbenidt: @ambercleveland - If I go to a park and tons of drug pushers are there, "I just don't buy from them" isn't a solution.
#kaizenblog

5:39 pm

ken_rosen: +1Cust will tell you what they want/how to sell to them. Ask RT @bcoelho2000: Conversation to get feedback fr cust
#kaizenblog
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5:40 pm

ambercleveland: A2. The intersection is us...people. Social media, traditional media, phone calls, emails, tweets...all intersect at
people #kaizenblog

5:40 pm

ambercleveland: RT @Brainmaker: @TanjaZieg I see a great love of words, and a playfulness, as well as an interest in being more
civil, not less. #kaizenblog

5:40 pm

TanjaZieg: @3keyscoach disagree. I actually think more about that here than I do in face to face convo, where I tend to "blurt"!
Haha #kaizenblog

5:40 pm

michaelbenidt: @WriterChanelle - I knew there was one other philosophy major out there somewhere in the U.S. #kaizenblog

5:40 pm

bcoelho2000: @3keyscoach One of the major effects that SM made on conversation is reducing our attention span and time
perception. #kaizenblog

5:41 pm

WriterChanelle: @3keyscoach :-) Absolutely. That's what I choose to focus on. It's the thought that matters. #kaizenblog

5:41 pm

3keyscoach: Here is another perspective on effect SM has had on art of conversation from @careercoacheu http://bit.ly/cbZma8
#kaizenblog

5:41 pm

TanjaZieg: RT @ambercleveland: RT @Brainmaker: @TanjaZieg I see a great love of words, and a playfulness, as well as an
interest in being more civil, not less. #kaizenblog

5:41 pm

3keyscoach: RT @tisasilver: @TanjaZieg Not all of course but online the tone & body language are absent. Have to choose words
more carefully #kaizenblog

5:41 pm
5:42 pm

philgerb: RT @ambercleveland: A2. The intersection is us...people. Social media, traditional media, phone calls, emails,
tweets...all intersect at people #kaizenblog
VictorCanada: @Chrstndowers Yes! SM provides a great opportunity to build rich relationships with customers and employees.
#kaizenblog

5:42 pm

Brainmaker: @LauraLCrum #kaizenblog See if you can be more creative with how you engage. Any constrictions are our own.
This is the global brain.

5:42 pm

3keyscoach: @ken_rosen How do you describe the change? #kaizenblog

5:42 pm
5:43 pm
5:43 pm
5:43 pm
5:43 pm

bcoelho2000: Conversation is also a key skill to apply on customer service. Especially if you're handling complaints #kaizenblog
naturalart: @michaelbenidt social media suicide. Now that is funny. #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: @michaelbenidt Hehe...it was a big decision for me, but I love it #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: Isn't one's focus in chats on responding while keeping a bit of RT context a bit of an art? #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: Was talking w/ @nialldevitt recently about connecting offline. Are people avoiding convos offline? #kaizenblog
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5:43 pm

ambercleveland: RT @TanjaZieg: But conversation not dead on SM, just changed some. I still c poetry, but yes, not as often,
#kaizenblog

5:43 pm

Brainmaker: RT @bcoelho2000: @3keyscoach For me social media is all about the conversations and sharing knowledge. That's
what makes me continuously evolve. #kaizenblog

5:43 pm

sanchezjb: @WriterChanelle Ironic! Didn't see ur "philosophy" tweet till after I'd sent mine. Seems philosophy always gets a
bum rap. #kaizenblog

5:43 pm

tisasilver: RT @bcoelho2000: @3keyscoach One of the major effects SM made on conversation is reducing our attention span
& time perception. #kaizenblog

5:43 pm

3keyscoach: LOL RT @ken_rosen: Whats the defn of a complete thought now? RT @3keyscoach: What about blog formats?
#kaizenblog

5:43 pm

3keyscoach: @michaelbenidt To what purpose would you follow them? #kaizenblog

5:44 pm

ArtseyC: RT @bcoelho2000 @3keyscoach For me social media is all about conversations & sharing knowledge. ...makes me
continuously evolve. #kaizenblog

5:44 pm

ken_rosen: Which chg? "complete thought in blogs?" Something else? Sorry RT @3keyscoach: @ken_rosen How do you describe
the change? #kaizenblog

5:44 pm
5:44 pm
5:45 pm
5:45 pm
5:45 pm

ambercleveland: @michaelbenidt I'm not sure I understand your analogy #kaizenblog
bcoelho2000: On the other hand, SM made possible to engage in insightful conversation with smart people around the World. Like
here at #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: Q4 What is the future of the art of conversation given that SM will exist in 1 form or another? #kaizenblog
ArtseyC: RT @asq1521: Q2: SM intersects w/ conversation when relationships are built. Genuine thought and opinion vs.
announcements #kaizenblog
TanjaZieg: RT @bcoelho2000: Conversation is also a key skill to apply on customer service. Especially if you're handling
complaints #kaizenblog

5:45 pm

ASQ1521: @3keyscoach @ken_rosen Today's Complete Thought = 140 characters :) #kaizenblog

5:45 pm

jgombita: @ken_rosen definitely. I usually have the chat open in @tweetchat, plus another window with my Twitter @replies.
Monitor both. #kaizenblog

5:45 pm

michaelbenidt: @ambercleveland - the overwhelming amount of selling and spamming is ruining social media - that's the drug
pusher analogy #kaizenblog

5:45 pm

TanjaZieg: RT @Brainmaker: @LauraLCrum #kaizenblog See if you can be more creative with how you engage. Any
constrictions are our own. This is the global brain.
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5:45 pm
5:45 pm
5:45 pm
5:46 pm
5:46 pm

parissab: @3keyscoach insistence on keeping the trad'l ways of engaging while embracing new technology. symbiotic
#kaizenblog
TanjaZieg: RT @VictorCanada: @Chrstndowers Yes! SM provides a great opportunity to build rich relationships with customers
and employees. #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: RT @Brainmaker A2 Intersection of SM & conversation is your brain. U choose who you follow & how you interact.
Part 1 #kaizenblog
ambercleveland: RT @Chrstndowers: Q2: Interacting with people instead of just throwing out info. Understanding the audience.
#kaizenblog
3keyscoach: Argh! RT @ASQ1521 Many companies fail to engage. Some believe that since the tools are free, strategic thought is
not required. #kaizenblog

5:46 pm

ken_rosen: A real Q for us. I find 1 paragraph posts leave me hungry RT @3keyscoach: LOL RT @ken_rosen: Whats defn of
complete thought? #kaizenblog

5:46 pm

TanjaZieg: RT @bcoelho2000: On the other hand, SM made possible to engage in insightful conversation with smart people
around the World. Like here at #kaizenblog

5:46 pm

bcoelho2000: @3keyscoach Q4 Conversatitions will continue to evolve across different channels because of our need to share and
learn. #kaizenblog

5:46 pm

WriterChanelle: @michaelbenidt I always warn my followers ahead of time that I'm entering a chat. Since I lead my own, I'd hope
they understand #kaizenblog

5:46 pm

michaelbenidt: @naturalart - ah, one of the arts of conversation is telling someone they are funny, or smart, or drugged. Thanks,
Lynne. #kaizenblog

5:47 pm

3keyscoach: RT @ArtseyC: @sanchezjb @michaelbenidt Yes. - MayB we shld coin term "Social Conversations" to refer to art of
convo in SM. =) #kaizenblog

5:47 pm
5:48 pm
5:48 pm
5:48 pm
5:48 pm

ambercleveland: A3. I think that Soc Media has eliminated barriers to conversation. Time, space, money, etc. #kaizenblog
bcoelho2000: RT @ASQ1521 Many companies fail to engage. Some believe that since the tools are free, strategic thought is not
required. #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: True. Sometimes think volume*depth=constant RT @bcoelho2000: SM made possible engage around World
#kaizenblog
ambercleveland: me too! RT @TanjaZieg: I actually think more about that here than I do in face to face convo, where I tend to
"blurt"! Haha #kaizenblog
Brainmaker: @michaelbenidt @ambercleveland #kaizenblog Our tools include filters. Use them and protect your community's
conversation.
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5:48 pm

WriterChanelle: I don't interact with those people RT @michaelbenidt majority of folks on these sites are pumping their stuff, looking
for links #kaizenblog

5:48 pm

3keyscoach: RT @ambercleveland A2 Intersection is us...ppl. Soc med, traditional media, phone calls, emails, tweets...all intersect
at ppl #kaizenblog

5:49 pm
5:49 pm
5:49 pm
5:49 pm
5:50 pm
5:50 pm
5:50 pm

ken_rosen: Hm, yes except "time?" RT @ambercleveland: A3. Soc Media eliminated barriers to conversation. Time, space,
money, etc. #kaizenblog
Brainmaker: #kaizenblog Relax, and let chaos reveal its relevance to you.
ArtseyC: You might find differently in other SM communities; try to find likeminded ppl. RT @lauralcrum @Brainmaker...a bit
too harsh... #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: @michaelbenidt I've found that some people try to build relationships just to use you. If you refuse/disagree, they
stop talking #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: An artist's credo is limits lead to creativity RT @ambercleveland: me too! RT @TanjaZieg: I think more here than f2f
#kaizenblog
3keyscoach: We have 10 more minutes for main part of chat #kaizenblog
michaelbenidt: @WriterChanelle - thanks for addressing my concern. I'm not sure I'd do many of these because & the dissonance is
astounding. #kaizenblog

5:51 pm

3keyscoach: RT @ken_rosen: Isnt ones focus in chats on responding while keeping a bit of RT context a bit of an art?
#kaizenblog

5:51 pm

3keyscoach: @ken_rosen Yes, the complete thought in blogs...are we really seeing complete thoughts? #kaizenblog

5:51 pm

Brainmaker: #kaizenblog I knew Twitter was a game changer. When I found @ellenfweber informing the global brain here, all
concerns faded away. #brain

5:51 pm

TanjaZieg: @3keyscoach SM has alwys existd n 1 frm r anothr. Is just changing. I luv changing with it!! U have 2 luv it r
wouldn't b here. #kaizenblog

5:51 pm

WriterChanelle: @michaelbenidt I suggest people to use an application like TweetDeck which allows you to filter out hashtags
#kaizenblog

5:51 pm

ArtseyC: RT @ambercleveland: RT @TanjaZieg: But conversation not dead on SM, just changed some. I still c poetry, but yes,
not as often, #kaizenblog

5:52 pm

Chrstndowers: Q4: I see more and more people realizing the importance of Twitter. Many people don't know how to use it or why it
is here. #kaizenblog
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5:52 pm

3keyscoach: RT @bcoelho2000: On other hand, SM made possible to engage in insightful conversation w/ smart people around
World. Like here at #kaizenblog

5:52 pm

tisasilver: RT @ambercleveland: A3. I think that Soc Media has eliminated barriers to conversation. Time, space, money, etc.
#kaizenblog

5:52 pm

3keyscoach: @bcoelho2000 One of my favorite things about SM. I blog on @bloggetone due to convo on Twitter. They're based
in Ireland #kaizenblog

5:52 pm

WriterChanelle: @michaelbenidt I've been known to filter out a trending topic or two because it was taking up too much of my feed.
Lol. #kaizenblog

5:52 pm

3keyscoach: RT @parissab: @3keyscoach insistence on keeping the tradl ways of engaging while embracing new technology.
symbiotic #kaizenblog

5:53 pm

Brainmaker: @ken_rosen #kaizenblog Yes, thank you for the clarity. What we are doing right now is a tremendous art form of
the brain and heart.

5:53 pm

michaelbenidt: @Brainmaker @ambercleveland - Mexico has found that when the drug pushers are allowed to flourish, there goes
the neighborhood #kaizenblog

5:53 pm

ArtseyC: RT @ambercleveland A2. The intersection is us...people. SM, trad media, phone calls, emails, tweets...all intersect at
people #kaizenblog

5:53 pm

3keyscoach: RT @bcoelho2000: @3keyscoach Q4 Convos will continue to evolve across different channels because of our need 2
share & learn. #kaizenblog

5:53 pm
5:54 pm

ambercleveland: @ken_rosen I mean threads of convo start/stop & time isn't as big of a factor. Ex: u tweet me, I resp hr later, u resp
next day #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: RT @WriterChanelle I always warn my followers ahead of time that Im entering chat. Since lead my own, Id hope
they understand #kaizenblog

5:54 pm

VictorCanada: @Chrstndowers For most... Twitter can be both the most powerful SM tool and most misunderstood #kaizenblog

5:54 pm

ArtseyC: LOL, too. RT @3keyscoach: LOL RT @ken_rosen: What's the definition of a complete thought now? #kaizenblog

5:54 pm

TanjaZieg: RT @ambercleveland: A3. I think that Soc Media has eliminated barriers to conversation. Time, space, money, etc.
#kaizenblog

5:54 pm
5:54 pm

johncharlesWI: RT @ken_rosen: Isn't one's focus in chats on responding while keeping a bit of RT context a bit of an art?
#kaizenblog
TanjaZieg: RT @bcoelho2000: @3keyscoach Q4 Conversatitions will continue to evolve across different channels because of our
need to share and learn. #kaizenblog
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5:54 pm
5:54 pm
5:55 pm
5:55 pm
5:55 pm
5:55 pm

3keyscoach: Early announcement...next week, we have our own @WriterChanelle as guest host talking about GenY #kaizenblog
ambercleveland: @michaelbenidt @Brainmaker #kaizenblog which is why u notify ur followers u r participating and let them know
they can filter or participate
3keyscoach: RT @ambercleveland: A3. I think that Soc Media has eliminated barriers to conversation. Time, space, money, etc.
#kaizenblog
bcoelho2000: @3keyscoach :) The same thing happened to me! I blog on @OnInnovation because of sharing my views on
innovation. #kaizenblog
ambercleveland: RT @ken_rosen: An artist's credo is limits lead to creativity #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: RT @Brainmaker: @michaelbenidt @ambercleveland #kaizenblog Our tools include filters. Use them & protect your
communitys convo. #kaizenblog

5:55 pm

ken_rosen: Ah yes. Definitely. RT @ambercleveland: @ken_rosen I mean threads of convo start/stop & time isn't as big of a
factor. #kaizenblog

5:55 pm

bcoelho2000: RT @ambercleveland: A3. I think that Soc Media has eliminated barriers to conversation. Time, space, money, etc.
#kaizenblog

5:55 pm

Brainmaker: #kaizenblog Social media amplifies how you are in the world. Amazed, confused, annoyed, joyful, whatever you are,
it's X 1000 here.

5:56 pm

3keyscoach: Adventure! RT @Brainmaker: #kaizenblog Relax, and let chaos reveal its relevance to you. #kaizenblog

5:56 pm
5:56 pm
5:56 pm
5:57 pm
5:57 pm
5:57 pm
5:57 pm

johncharlesWI: RT @3keyscoach: What do you believe has happened to the Art of Conversation? Has Social Media killed it? Join us
Friday at 12pm ET on #kaizenblog
parissab: so even more important to not be a caricature and be earnest RT @Brainmaker: whatever you are, it's X 1000 here.
#kaizenblog
TanjaZieg: Ok #kaizenblog friends I gotta sign off, but I look 4ward to the transcript!! C u next week! Luv #kaizenblog!!
3keyscoach: We have about 4 minutes left in main part of chat. If you're interested, stay for "after party" :) #kaizenblog
michaelbenidt: @ambercleveland - Social media could be a National Park of thought and exchange. The sellers are like billboards in
the park. #kaizenblog
bcoelho2000: Conversation is also a great way to turn your customers into fans! Care about them, listen, plan and then ship!
#kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: :-) RT @3keyscoach: Early announcement...next week, we have our own @WriterChanelle as guest host talking
about GenY #kaizenblog
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5:57 pm

parissab: RT @WriterChanelle: :-) RT @3keyscoach: Early announcement...next week, we have our own @WriterChanelle as
guest host talking about GenY #kaizenblog

5:58 pm

3keyscoach: Cool! RT @bcoelho2000 @3keyscoach :) Same thing happened to me! I blog on @OnInnovation b/c of sharing my
views on innovation. #kaizenblog

5:58 pm
5:58 pm

WriterChanelle: @3keyscoach Can't wait! I hope it's both informational and conversational ;-) #kaizenblog
ArtseyC: @ambercleveland A3 Ppl def seem to be able to be themselves more w/o feeling self conscious. For some that's a +,
others neg. #kaizenblog

5:58 pm

michaelbenidt: @WriterChanelle - ah yes, applications. I tried those and my brain went on overload. Had to go out and look at
clouds. #kaizenblog

5:58 pm

3keyscoach: It will be! RT @WriterChanelle @3keyscoach Can't wait! I hope it's both informational and conversational ;-)
#kaizenblog

5:59 pm

Chrstndowers: Great thought! RT @ambercleveland: A3. I think that Soc Media has eliminated barriers to conversation. Time,
space, money, etc. #kaizenblog

5:59 pm

jgombita: RT @Brainmaker: #kaizenblog Social media amplifies how you are in the world. Amazed, confused, annoyed, joyful,
whatever...it's x1,000 here

6:00 pm

3keyscoach: Thank you all for your patience and desire to connect w/ 1 another! Will post transcript later & recap next wk
#kaizenblog

6:00 pm

Brainmaker: @michaelbenidt #kaizenblog Michael, the drug analogy doesn't work. For many reasons. I'll whip up a post to
explain if you want.

6:00 pm

ken_rosen: Feels like worthy goal. Still takes me ~3+ parag RT @3keyscoach: @ken_rosen in blogs...are we seeing complete
thoughts? #kaizenblog

6:00 pm

parissab: @3keyscoach thanks so much! #kaizenblog

6:00 pm

rgbrody: "@ken_rosen: An artist's credo is limits lead to creativity #kaizenblog"

6:00 pm
6:00 pm
6:00 pm
6:01 pm

sanchezjb: RT @ken_rosen What a switch. Ppl used to learn to type! RT @sanchezjb Can see Conversation 101 as a college
course #kaizenblog < Well said!
ambercleveland: @michaelbenidt disagree, I've REAL connections via Soc. Media & if they provide a prod/svc I need, rather know so I
can support #kaizenblog
ASQ1521: RT @bcoelho2000: Conversation is a great way to turn your customers into fans! Care about them, listen, plan and
then ship! #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: Speaking of chat start/stop times, the main part of this chat is over but feel free to keep on conversing! #kaizenblog
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6:01 pm
6:01 pm
6:01 pm

bcoelho2000: @3keyscoach Thank you for taking the time to organize all this and making this possible! #FF You rock! :)
#kaizenblog
Chrstndowers: @3keyscoach Thank you! #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: @TanjaZieg Thanks for joining in this week! See you next week & have good weekend! #kaizenblog

6:01 pm

ken_rosen: Looking fwd to it Chanelle.We old folks need insight ;-) RT @3keyscoach: @WriterChanelle guest host about GenY
#kaizenblog

6:02 pm

3keyscoach: RT @bcoelho2000: Conversation is also a great way to turn your customers into fans! Care about them, listen, plan
and then ship! #kaizenblog

6:02 pm
6:02 pm
6:02 pm
6:02 pm
6:02 pm

pprothe: Missed #kaizenblog but have to agree w/ @ambercleveland: I'm making many connections via Social Media, then
solidifying IRL #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: @Brainmaker I'd love to see this poetic work #kaizenblog
Brainmaker: @michaelbenidt #kaizenblog No one has a gun in your face here. Filters work here. You have choice here. None of
this true in drug culture.
WriterChanelle: @ken_rosen You're not old! #kaizenblog
VictorCanada: @michaelbenidt Don't forget... When the WWW was a baby it was horrid. Real professionals will show the way on
SM #kaizenblog

6:02 pm

ken_rosen: Fascinating RT @Brainmaker: #kaizenblog SM amplifies how you r:Amazed, confused, annoyed joyful,whatever you
r, its X 1000 here. #kaizenblog

6:03 pm

ArtseyC: Don't follow spammers - focus on the ppl with whom you want to engage. SM what we make of it. @michaelbenidt
@ambercleveland #kaizenblog

6:03 pm

3keyscoach: RT @ArtseyC @ambercleveland A3 Ppl def seem 2 B able 2 B themselves more w/o feeling self conscious. 4 some
thats a +, othrs neg #kaizenblog

6:04 pm

Brainmaker: @WriterChanelle #kaizenblog Wonderful! Can you use search tools? Follow poets, and filter to your heart's desire.
Some great, some awful.

6:05 pm

3keyscoach: All newcomers to this chat, thanks for joining in & hope to see you next week #kaizenblog

6:05 pm

WriterChanelle: Not me. Skype! RT @3keyscoach Was talking w/ @nialldevitt recently about connecting offline. Are people avoiding
convos offline? #kaizenblog

6:05 pm

ambercleveland: And block/report spammers RT @artseyc: Don't follow spammers - focus on the ppl w/ whom u want to engage. SM
what we make of it. #kaizenblog

6:05 pm

Brainmaker: @michaelbenidt I managed to say what I meant in my tweet to you. Any comments? #kaizenblog
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6:05 pm
6:06 pm
6:06 pm
6:06 pm
6:06 pm

pprothe: From a GenXer, Cool! RT @3keyscoach: Early announcement...next week, we have own @WriterChanelle as guest
host talking abt GenY #kaizenblog
3keyscoach: @parissab You're welcome! Glad you were here! #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: After 3 visits to this chat, I'm less sure what it's intended to be about...but I like it. #kaizenblog
parissab: RT @ken_rosen: After 3 visits to this chat, I'm less sure what it's intended to be about...but I like it. #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: @Brainmaker I definitely will. It'll add on to my other 50+ columns on TweetDeck. Lol #kaizenblog

6:07 pm

3keyscoach: @WriterChanelle @Brainmaker One person who can be quite poetic on Twitter is @tomasacker #kaizenblog

6:07 pm

ArtseyC: Perception. "I see you." is a complete thought. @3keyscoach @ken_rosen in blogs...are we seeing complete
thoughts? #kaizenblog

6:07 pm
6:07 pm
6:07 pm
6:08 pm

ASQ1521: @3keyscoach Thanks. I've heard good things about #kaizenblog and they are all true. Enjoyed it.
Brainmaker: @WriterChanelle #kaizenblog Looking forward to your leadership next time! ;-)
ken_rosen: My rule is still after 3 back/forth on 1 topic, talk RT @3keyscoach talking w/ @nialldevitt Are people avoiding convos
offline? #kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: @Brainmaker Co-leadership :-) #kaizenblog

6:08 pm

VictorCanada: @3keyscoach I've watched @ArtseyC and @ambercleveland on #kaizenblog and I'm glad I joined in today. Nice to
Tweet you Elli.

6:08 pm

ken_rosen: Thx for tip RT @3keyscoach: @WriterChanelle @Brainmaker One person who can be quite poetic on Twitter is
@tomasacker #kaizenblog

6:08 pm

jgombita: @ken_rosen are you normally an A-type personality? What I've seen of #kaizenblog chat strikes me as being more
touchy-feely. In a good way.

6:09 pm

tisasilver: RT @ASQ1521: @3keyscoach Thanks. I've heard good things about #kaizenblog and they are all true. Enjoyed it.

6:09 pm

3keyscoach: @Brainmaker Did you say you would post something based on this chat? If so, send link so I can tweet to everyone
on #kaizenblog

6:09 pm
6:10 pm

WriterChanelle: @ken_rosen Yes. Thank you! @3keyscoach @Brainmaker @tomasacker #kaizenblog
ArtseyC: Followed on your rec. Look frwrd to the poetry. =) RT @3keyscoach: One person who can be quite poetic on Twitter
is @tomasacker #kaizenblog

6:10 pm

VictorCanada: @TanjaZieg I enjoyed seeing you on #kaizenblog - I can see why you luv it. Great group.

6:10 pm

Chrstndowers: Enjoyed the chat today! Thank you everyone for sharing your thoughts. Have a good weekend! #kaizenblog
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6:11 pm
6:11 pm

Brainmaker: @parissab Yes, great point, being earnest / sincere / open is a healthy way to engage. Anything less is so obvious.
#kaizenblog
WriterChanelle: @pprothe Looking forward to it! #kaizenblog

6:11 pm

3keyscoach: @ken_rosen Sometimes #kaizen is embedded in topic & sometimes blatant How does today's topic expand your
understanding & skills? #kaizenblog

6:11 pm

3keyscoach: @ASQ1521 Lovely!!! Please come back. We'd love to have your perspective any week! #kaizenblog

6:11 pm

ambercleveland: Glad you were here :) RT @victorcanada: I'm glad I joined in today. Nice to Tweet you Elli. @3keyscoach @ArtseyC
#kaizenblog

6:12 pm

ken_rosen: Agreed on good way. Me? Yes, but surrounded by A+ ppl! RT @jgombita: @ken_rosen u type A? #kaizenblog
touchy-feely.In a good way #kaizenblog

6:12 pm

3keyscoach: @VictorCanada Same here Victor! Jump in anytime! #kaizenblog

6:13 pm

3keyscoach: @jgombita This chat may have morphed into more touchy-feeling due to my profession. Is critical thinking touchyfeely? #kaizenblog

6:14 pm
6:15 pm
6:15 pm

ArtseyC: @jgombita LOL, we are proving that A types and creatives are not exclusive of one another. ;) #ArtisticBrainiacs
#kaizenblog
ambercleveland: @ken_rosen @3keyscoach - I def. don't avoid offline convos - ask david_w_ollinger @CateTV @StaceyMonk :)
#kaizenblog
ken_rosen: Egad no, it's half math! ;-) RT @3keyscoach: @jgombita Is critical thinking touchy-feely? #kaizenblog

6:16 pm

3keyscoach: @ken_rosen Type A can be quite useful. :) #kaizenblog

6:16 pm

3keyscoach: RT @ArtseyC: @jgombita LOL, we are proving that A types and creatives are not exclusive of one another. ;)
#ArtisticBrainiacs #kaizenblog

6:16 pm
6:16 pm

jgombita: @ArtseyC @3keyscoach @ken_rosen hey, I'm really more of an Enneagram person--and am one of the "intuiter"
personalities! :-) #kaizenblog
ArtseyC: Thanks for a great #kaizenblog today! @naturalart @sanchezjb @tisasilver @michaelbenidt @tanjazieg
@ambercleveland @3keyscoach @ASQ1521

6:17 pm

3keyscoach: @jgombita Never done Enneagram. Be interesting to see where I land. I'm such an analytical intuiter by nature. :)
#kaizenblog

6:18 pm

jgombita: .@ken_rosen you have a lovely way of phrasing things, Ken: "[I'm a type A personality] but surrounded by A+
people" #kaizenblog
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6:18 pm
6:19 pm
6:19 pm
6:19 pm
6:19 pm
6:19 pm

ken_rosen: Similar. ENTP here-hard core N RT @jgombita: @ArtseyC @3keyscoach @ken_rosen hey, Im more an Enneagram
person--"intuiter"! :-) #kaizenblog
ArtseyC: @michaelbenidt It's also my choice to leave a group on LI that allows spamming. My experience is up to me 100%.
#kaizenblog
tisasilver: RT @ArtseyC: Thanks for a great #kaizenblog today! <-Thank you, glad social media facilitated this introduction!
3keyscoach: Gotta check out transcript... #kaizenblog
jgombita: @ken_rosen cool beans! In Myers-Briggs, I'm also ENTP! #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: You're very kind. Thx RT @jgombita #kaizenblog

6:21 pm

jgombita: @3keyscoach try online "sampler" test, altho I'd recommend buying the book: http://www.enneagraminstitute.com/
dis_sample_36.asp #kaizenblog

6:21 pm

ken_rosen: Birds of a SM feather. With phrase "analytical intuiter" @3keyscoach maybe similar RT @jgombita: @ken_rosen cool!
Im also ENTP! #kaizenblog

6:22 pm

ken_rosen: Thx. I'll try too. Never tried enneagram RT @jgombita: @3keyscoach try test: http://www.enneagraminstitute.com/
dis_sample_36.asp #kaizenblog

6:23 pm

ArtseyC: RT @jgombita @ken_rosen you have a lovely way of phrasing things, Ken: "[I'm a type A personality] but
surrounded by A+ people" #kaizenblog

6:26 pm

ArtseyC: @michaelbenidt Well, that's a leadership problem, not a SM problem. Glad you could join #kaizenblog today. cc:
@VictorCanada

6:26 pm
6:26 pm
6:26 pm
6:26 pm

3keyscoach: Today's transcript: http://bit.ly/9OfjSe 401 tweets, 25 participants #kaizenblog
ASQ1521: Thanks for RTs and making my first #kaizenblog great. @bcoelho2000 @ArtseyC @Brainmaker @3keyscoach
@Chrstndowers @tisasilver
3keyscoach: @jgombita Thanks! I'll give it a go! #kaizenblog
jgombita: @3keyscoach sorry, missed this. Strong belief in researching facts, then throwing in intuition for *the best* critical
thinking! #kaizenblog

6:27 pm

3keyscoach: Unfortunately, I have to sign off. See you all in Twitterstream :) #kaizenblog

6:28 pm

3keyscoach: RT @jgombita Strong belief in researching facts, then throwing in intuition for *the best* critical thinking!
#kaizenblog

6:28 pm

ArtseyC: @writerchanelle Good to see you today. I'm looking forward to your guest appearance in next week's #kaizenblog!
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6:30 pm
6:32 pm
6:37 pm

3keyscoach: @michaelbenidt I'm protective of #kaizenblog so sorry. It's a norm 2 engage in topic. Guest experts get 2 strut stuff
w/out infomercial
tisasilver: @ASQ1521 I am relatively new to #kaizenblog, too. Welcome and glad you enjoyed the chat!
ambercleveland: @Brainmaker thank you #kaizenblog

6:39 pm

bcoelho2000: Thank YOU @ASQ1521 @3keyscoach @TanjaZieg @FengShuiResults @ken_rosen @socialmedia247 @ArtseyC
@tisasilver @ambercleveland #kaizenblog

6:40 pm

bcoelho2000: Also thank you for the converstation @Brainzooming @parissab @michaelbenidt #kaizenblog

6:43 pm
6:44 pm
6:55 pm

parissab: RT @bcoelho2000: Also thank you for the converstation @Brainzooming @parissab @michaelbenidt #kaizenblog
ambercleveland: Hope you can make it next week @pprothe you were missed today, it was a great chat #kaizenblog
tisasilver: @bcoelho2000 Thank you for the great answers! #kaizenblog

7:03 pm

bcoelho2000: @michaelbenidt For me #kaizenblog is the best way to end a week! It's full of smart people that will show you new
ways to view a subject.

7:03 pm

bcoelho2000: @michaelbenidt Having saying that: I hope to see you next time on #kaizenblog I really appreciated your tweets.

7:25 pm

SterlingHope: Agreed! RT @artseyc: Don't follow spammers - focus on the ppl with whom you want to engage. SM what we make
of it. #kaizenblog

7:42 pm

WriterChanelle: @MillennialTweet This is the best description on #kaizenblog http://bit.ly/d5tMtA

7:45 pm

ambercleveland: RT @bcoelho2000: Conversation is also a great way to turn your customers into fans! Care about them, listen, plan
and then ship! #kaizenblog

7:51 pm

ThePRCoach: #PR #writers alert: The Chicken Dance & ?the power of the parts? for storytelling #blog #kaizenblog http://bit.
ly/9cfhe9

8:02 pm
9:04 pm
9:08 pm

pprothe: @ambercleveland I missed being there and def. hope to be there next week. Thanks! #kaizenblog
ken_rosen: TY for the RT Richard! RT @rgbrody: "@ken_rosen: An artist's credo is limits lead to creativity #kaizenblog"
ThePRCoach: #PR #blogging advice: Now Rank This: #Blog Posts That Drive Traffic #kaizenblog http://bit.ly/cQjKfb

9:12 pm

pnherdz: RT @ThePRCoach: #PR #blogging advice: Now Rank This: #Blog Posts That Drive Traffic #kaizenblog http://bit.ly/
cQjKfb

9:18 pm

sanchezjb: RT @incmagazine What's the point of #socialmedia if no one is listening? http://ow.ly/38QfD < Relevant to today's
#kaizenblog discussion.
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9:25 pm

ThePRCoach: OK, I?ll bite: Top 10 Reasons Why Top-10 Lists Are Irresistible #blog #PR #blogging #kaizenblog http://bit.ly/
a3p4vP

9:34 pm

ThePRCoach: LOL, When #blogging - remember to avoid a: Dreadfully Dull Headline #blog #kaizenblog #PR http://bit.ly/dly6zZ

9:56 pm

ken_rosen: TY for the #FF Gregory. Funny in #kaizenblog as we both questioned whether we're all just B2B players talking to
each other! Still wonder..

10:37
pm
10:49
pm

TanjaZieg: @Brainmaker So glad to have met you on #kaizenblog. Loved your tweets. You know how to make your point! Love
that!
WriterChanelle: @ArtseyC Thank you! Anything in particular you'd like to know? #kaizenblog

November 13, 2010
2:32 am

3keyscoach: @michaelbenidt :) We do like our SM on #kaizenblog! However, we've developed communty & lots of us R
connected offline. May B why apologists

8:25 am

CoCreatr: 11 principles for business: The Shibumi Strategy http://bit.ly/d0UEMg by @matthewemay #thrivable #Japan
#kaizenblog cc @3keyscoach

8:31 am

CoCreatr: @3keyscoach thanks for #kaizenblog chat and log file. With daylight saving time off, you all are 1h further away.
Async mode til spring.

8:56 am

RichardHMerrick: RT @CoCreatr: 11 principles for business: The Shibumi Strategy http://bit.ly/d0UEMg by @matthewemay #thrivable
#Japan #kaizenblog cc @3keyscoach

9:27 am

Greenbizstartup: RT @CoCreatr 11principles for business-The #Shibnumi Strategy http://bit.ly/d0UEMg by @matthewemay #thrivable
#Japan #kaizenblog #innovation

10:16
am
12:08
pm
1:10 pm
3:03 pm
5:01 pm

henkhadders: RT @Greenbizstartup: RT @CoCreatr 11principles for business-The #Shibnumi Strategy http://bit.ly/d0UEMg by
@matthewemay #thrivable #Japan #kaizenblog #innovation
futurechat: RT @CoCreatr: 11 principles for business: The Shibumi Strategy http://bit.ly/d0UEMg by @matthewemay #thrivable
#Japan #kaizenblog cc @3keyscoach
katiepeden: RT @ThePRCoach: OK, I?ll bite: Top 10 Reasons Why Top-10 Lists Are Irresistible #blog #PR #blogging #kaizenblog
http://bit.ly/a3p4vP
ThePRCoach: Solid #blogging tips: How to Write for the Web: 23 Useful Rules #blog #kaizenblog http://bit.ly/d3eOEo
3keyscoach: Anti Social Media ~ Great reminder from @careerscoacheu http://ow.ly/38FoQ #kaizenblog
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7:28 pm

ThePRCoach: News & #Blog thinking: Five most important beats for a local newspaper or website #blogging #kaizenblog #PR
http://bit.ly/bWSpNC

7:32 pm

legendary_post: News & #Blog thinking: Five most important beats for a local newspaper or website #blogging #kaizenblog #PR
http? http://goo.gl/fb/uxp9Q

7:54 pm

tempting_link: News & #Blog thinking: Five most important beats for a local newspaper or website #blogging #kaizenblog #PR
http? http://goo.gl/fb/TwvTh
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